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Center for the Arts

New at Seattle U:
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
The Empty Space Theatre is finding a new
home on the Seattle University campus. This
addition to the fine arts department will give
students a new space to develop their creative
talent and reach out to the broader Capitol
Hill community.
The Empty Space Theatre was created in
1970 and is Seattle's third oldest non-profit
professional theater.
Known for its unconventional productions,
the Empty Space welcomes local as well as
more famous work. Alternative and provocative, the theater has created a national reputation for Seattle theater. Now, Empty Space
will move into the new Center for the Arts.
The $6.5 million Jeanne Marie and Rhoady
Lee, Jr. Center for the Arts is located on 12th
Avenue and East Marion, and is scheduled to
open this month.
The Lees were both Seattle University
graduates in the 1950s and have donated to
many of the new buildings on campus including the Student Center, St. Ignatius Chapel
and Hunthausen Hall. It was only after the
perseverance of their six children did they
allow for the new center for the arts to be
named after them.
The lobby of the building is slated with
90 feet of linear glass windows that open up
to 12th Avenue. Students, as well as local
contributors, will be able to display their
artwork in the lobby. The theater itself is
aptly named a large, adaptable area that
seats 150 people.
"The Lee Center is a huge boost for the
Fine Arts department," said Carol Wolfe
Clay, fine arts department chair. "We wanted
to connect with the community, and hope-

Tyler Mahoney/Spectator

The new $6.5 million Center for the Arts hosted its inaugural event Tuesday afternoon. The
Empty Space Theatre has made the center its home and will offer Seattle University students the
opportunity to become involved in the nationally recognized Seattle theater company.
fully students will come here for this it's a
great opportunity to be involved in a small
program and receive an amazing liberal arts
education."
Allison Narver, the artistic director for the
-

Empty Space Theatre is also excited about
this joint venture with the university and the
company.
"For the Empty Space Theatre, this is a really exciting environment," saidNarver. "The

theater we do appeals to the student body. We
are so excited to be here, we feel like this is
a homecoming for us."

See Arts... page 4

International Swim team prepares
films
to
dive
into
nationals
Foreign films offer a visual
rendition of emotions and
thoughts while shedding light on
perspectives that viewers may
have never been exposed to
William Crane

cranew@seattleu. edu
The power of film crosses all cultural, ethnic and national
lines. It goes beyond the dialogue of the characters. Film
encompasses the feelings, emotions and values ofthe director in order to create a message seen by many.
However, the dominance of Hollywood and its resulting films have relegated international cinema in the
United States to film festivals and small independent film
houses.
The perceived stereotypes of international films (overused symbolism, slow-moving, confusing) do not do justice
to the great advantages these films have in informing the
audience about issues that one may not be familiar with.
Many may not see the benefits in watching a film that
is spoken in languages other than English they might not
know. Language is a powerful tool in communicating one's
ideas and emotions. Understanding the words completely
is not necessary to understand the message or emotion
translated through film.

Kevin Curley
cwleyk@seattleu, edu

by any member of a Seattle University
swim team, sophomore Chris Coley
won the 100 butterfly, becoming the
first Redhawk to win an individual
event at the Division II Pacific Collegiate Swimming Conference in Long
Beach, Calif, this
past weekend.
Eleven swimmers qualified for
Nationals, to be
held this year at
the Natatorium at
Indiana University, in addition to
Coley and sophomore Lindsay Gall, Lindsey Gall and Francesca
who had qualified Reale are two of the 11 swimearlier, during the
representing

mers that will be

Conference Chamtionals," Mallery
said. "We added
a greater depth of
yardage and race

quality training
to the program
with the intent
of increasing

Seattle University at Nationals.
3.5 week timeframe between the two major compeRolla's Travis Stensby, who holds the
number two position in the nation with

Inside this issue

Opinion:
Living in the City
With the recent influx of campus crime advisories, Seattle
University residents should be
more aware of their surrounding urban environment.
-

well during the four-day event.
Although Coach Craig Mallery
has had great success in the past, his
training of the two teams this year has
focused on long-lasting sustainability
of the swimmers.
"Our training this year was adapted
with the intent of allowing the participating swimmers
to have a stronger

-

See International Films... page 7
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a conference promoting the
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Editorial
Safety and security a concern living in the city

The Spectator
Feb. 15,2006
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As winter quarter drags on, and midterm exams
continue to demand seemingly every ounce of students' attention, the issue of safety and security in the
immediate area surrounding campus is not something
that should be taken lightly.
On nearly a weekly basis, we, as members of the Seattle University community, receive a crime advisory
e-mail informing us of an event that has taken place in
the immediate area surrounding campus, which poses
a real threat to the safety ofresidents in the area.
Through the monotonous drone of official student
communication e-mails, many ofus delete these advisories before they are even opened, and before we can
be informed of the dangers of the surrounding area.
According to statistics from the Seattle Police Department, the East Precinct, in which the Seattle University campus lies, witnessed a 3.4 percent increase
in overall crime in 2005. This included at 35 percent
increase in reports of rape, a 15 percent increase in
strong armed robbery and a 17 percent increase in

aggravated assault.
While we should not allow these statistics to frighten
us, we should use this knowledge to make safer and
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more practical decisions. Because we live, learn and
socialize in a dense urban environment, where the
possibility of being a victim ofcrime is higher than in
non-urban campuses, our actions should reflect that.
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Frequently students roam the streets near campus
late at night while inebriated, without being fully
aware of the real and present dangers that living in
an urban environment entails.
Although it is natural to become familiar with the
surrounding area, and in many cases obtain a false
sense of security; security and awareness should
never be ignored as a result of familiarity and level
of perceived comfort.
Campus Public Safety provides an underutilized
walking escort service for students, and also runs
the nighthawk operation. Public Safety also provides
tips for students who travel in the immediate area,
however, many ofthese suggestions are more common sense than beneficial points on how to make
yourself safer.
Seattle University students should not be afraid
of our location, but should be aware ofthe fact that
we live in an urban setting, where the potential for
danger remains.
Awareness of the situation and location that we all
find ourselves in is essential to being safe while living
in the city.
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Letters to the Editor:
Using free speech just because we can is not a legitimate application
of that right. The interests of all people and the effects that material will
have on certain segments of the population must be considered
Dear Editor:
The Spectator recently ran an opinion piece about the current strife being
caused by the so-called "Mohammed
Bomber" cartoon. In the editorial
some points were brought up that I
feel may need to be addressed in a
different manner.
First there was the comment about
letting Iran develop nuclear power until they are a threat, this appeared to me
counterintuitive. It would seem that
if there may be a chance to head of a
problem before it develops into a crisis
that it might be beneficial to do 50...
but then perhaps we were employing
the same kind of strategy with the levies in New Orleans, the military build
up of Nazi Germany, and the terrorist
attacks of 9/11... waiting until there
was a reason for action.
But I digress, the thrust of this article was at the conflict between "free
speech and the nation of Islam". This
article posits that the Western world is
more "evolved" then our counterparts
in the Middle East.
This is outrageous, offensive and is
just the type ofAmerican exceptionalism that many around the world react
to so negatively.
This variable "lump-and-dump" of
Islamic reasoning behind all of the
outrage reaches its high point in the
article when it is suggested that, even
the "uneducated" man on third world
streets cannot justify his behavior.
The article was very clear, as it expressed it would like to be, that journalists have no duty to abide by any
religious dogma. I don't disagree.
But to say that all journalists should
be atheists if they want to document

facts impartially is inane, and laughable.
Active disbelief in god outlines an
emotional connection just as strong
in many cases as divinity centered
religious belief. If one does want to
make this point might I suggest that an
agnostic stance may be more an objective middle ground than atheism. Yet
again, / digress.
I appreciate what this editorial attempts to convey, that there has been
an over-reaction to a relatively minor
affront in our view and that our
freedom of the press need not be jeopardized so as to appease those that feel
"freedom should got to hell".
The violence of the protests, the
threats emanating from them, and the
property damage need to be monitored,
taken seriously, and acted upon by law
enforcement worldwide.
On the other side of the same token
think
it is safe to classify those carI
toons as offensive and inflammatory.
I am not suggesting that the right to
run them in newspapers should be
revoked or that in anyway the freepress needs to be censored. This, after
all, is the kind of price you pay for a
free-press.
We cannot be shocked when people
get upset at the publishing of material such as that of the "Mohammed
Bomber"; it is the nature of the beast
that is freedom. Freedom of the press
is under no imminent attack stemming from this ongoing incident, the
fact that Muslim papers are willing to
print "retaliatory cartoons" should be
evidence enough of that. This situation is, more than anything else, just
pathetically surreal.
-lan Adams
-

-

Dear Editor:
Even though, I am not a Muslim, I found
this opinion piece to be filled with much
illogical and irrational reasoning. First, the
article states that the cartoon of Muhammad the Prophet wearing a bomb on his
head "may be a joke" or is to "make fun
of. 1 can't seem to find any part of the
cartoon to be funny.
The argument that the cartoon is joke
and funny does not work because it simply
is a insult rather than a joke. Second, we
often seem to misunderstand our right to
freedom of expression.
Just because we have this freedom we
find that we shoould practice it any moment. It is my strong belief that this right
is a privillage. Just as we don't swear at
anybody we want to even though we can,
we can take the option ofrespecting other
cultures rather than direspect them.
My question to all of us is that what
did this cartoon achieve other than mere
practice of the right to freedom of expresion or press. We need to look what kind
ofmessage it was carrying. Was there any
necessity in this cartoon other than to create more animosity and hate. Is it helpful
in anyway during this religious turmoil in
our times?
Just because Muslims disrespect other
religions, does it mean that we should be
disrespectful too? Our attitude of"because
we can" have been led America to be dislike by many. We all shouldremember that
respect only comes when it is given.
Lastly, I encourage the writer of this article to look further into the Danish politics
before jumping on the band wagon.
The political party in place now is not
the most forgiving party for diversity and
other cultures.
-Won Moc
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Wednesday, Feb. 22
Acoustic Female Vocalists
Bistro 7:3opm
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Breast Cancer Foundation

BATTLE OF THE BANDS!
Campion Ballroom 7:3opm $5
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Be Prepared
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Salons This Week
Thursday, Feb. 16
The Slow Life Revolution
7-9 p.m. @ Casey Atrium

Tuesday, Feb. 21
Mind And Body Forum: Image And Eating
12-1:15 p.m. @ The Wismer Center
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Saturday, Feb. 25
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Vans leave Campion turn around @ 9 p.m. and will |
continue throughout the night.
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Yo u need a Bracelet for the specials which you can
get from van drivers.

5:30-6:30 PM Biology Seminar Room (Bannan 166)
Sponsored by the SU Pre-Health club
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$2 Driftwood Ales
$3.50 wells
$3 pilsner
$3 Appetizers
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Contour @ 807 Ist Ave.
(www.clubcontour.com)

Dinner 6:30 8:30 p.m.
Dance 8:30 p.m. 1:30 a.m.
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SU Team Update:

Our team is registered and we have had only
two members from the SU community sign-up.
I encourage everyone on campus to try and
get involved. This includes all faculty and staff
members, alumni and students at all levels,
including undergrads, graduates and law school
students.

You don't have to be a runner to help, you can
participate in the 5K walk which is what most
people do. For those of you who run competitively,
you can test your skills in the Women's 5K or the
Co-ed SK. The women's race is very competitive
and draws an enormous crowd.
-

To register for the team, type the link below in
your Internet explorer and follow the links for "Join
an Existing Team."

http://rfcps.convio.net/site/TR7fr_
id=looo&pg=entry

4

News
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An Empty Space no more, new theater built
(continued from page 1)
Narver also hopes that all members of the Seattle University community will become involved with
the productions.
"We want to encourage students
and faculty to get involved issues
such as social justice are emphasized
in our productions, and it would be
great to have certain classes come
to the shows and talk to the actors
afterwards," she said.
In January 2006, the Empty Space
offices relocated their offices from
Fremont to the Fine Arts Building.
The staffis slowly beginning to integrate itself into the community.
"We have all our offices in the
same space, so we can bump into
each other," said Narver. "Being able
to collaborate with people under the
same roof is a world of difference.
This [campus] environment is so
intoxicating. It's so fun being around
students."
SU's fine arts department is going
to continue with its usual two shows
a year schedule.
The first regular season for the
group in the Lee Center is scheduled for June 2006. The first coproduction with Seattle University
is scheduled for April 2007.
-

This production will be the largest
one ofthe year, since both sides will
be pooling their resources together.
The larger budget, professional set
designs and actors will all contribute to building strong resumes.
"One of the things we agreed
would be incredible would be the
once a year co-production," said
Clay. "Our students can graduate with an incredible liberal arts
degree, and professional acting
credits. Students can get involved
in the productions and get excited
about theater."
While there are many benefits to
the joint production, Keith HazenDiehm, a junior, drama and philosophy major, also noted potential
problems with it.
"I have the fear that the one show
that we [collaborate on] will be
Empty Space running the show,"
he said. "I am a little wary of it,
but we will just have to see how it
ends up going."
Also on the schedule is a summer playwright workshop, where
students and community members
can develop their writing skills with
an expert panel of professional actors and writers.
The joining of the two groups
also allows for the theater company

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

The new theater space can seat up to 150 patrons and is built so that the seating can be rearranged to fit the need of the production.
to teach classes that are not currently

offered by the university.
The Empty Space staff on campus
provides students with a broader
range of internship opportunities,
work-study and special projects.
"Even students from other disciplines might be interested in
helping us with different aspects
of production,"
said Narver. "We
want to involve
students with

ent backgrounds.
We'd love to be
integrated into
the SU community and let them
know that this is
their theater and
they are a part of
Empty Space."
Hazen-Diehm
agreed that with
Empty Space
working with the
SU students, it
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator

Jack Bentz, SJ, prepares to bless the performance stage in the
new Jeanne Marie and Rhoady Lee Center for the Arts on Feb. 14.

people for their

tion students will have an easier time
getting into the theater community,
at least with Empty Space, and it
will create an even stronger personal
connection," he said.
Clay and Narver have been working to create excitement about the
new addition to the campus.
"Try it once and see how it goes,"
said Narver. "It is so easy to go see
live theater; all you have to do is
walk across campus. We promise
you won't be bored. Live theater
could have been dead years ago, but
itfills some sort offundamental need
for a shared experience. We like to
raise more questions than answers
and have people leave the theater
talking."
At the open house for the center
on Feb. 14, many people came
to show their support for the new
building. Along with the reception
was the blessing of the building,
performed by Jack Bentz, SJ.
President Stephen Sundborg, SJ,
welcomedeveryone and emphasized
the importance of fine arts in a Jesuit
education and the importance of the
building itself on campus.
Wallace Loh, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, echoed
Sundborg's comments about the new

arts center.

"[The building] is a bridge to
the community. This one building
stands out because it faces outward,"
he said.
Sundborg also spoke about the
unwavering support for the project
from Dr. John Eshelman, interim
vice president for finance and business affairs; describing him as someone who "would simply not say no
about [the new theatre]."
Sundborg announcedthat the new
theater was to be named "The John
and Susan Eshelman Stage."
Eshelman, who is said to be the
first donor of the facility, was surprised by this announcement.
"This is something that Seattle
University really needed," said
Eshelman.
Another person who was recognized for her dedication to the new
theater was Clay. Over the past nine
years she has been able to raise the
number of students in the department from 30 to over 100.
Clay left the audience with a quote
from Shakespeare: "We are such
stuff as dreams are made on."
Additional reporting by Megan
Peter.

Conference aims to bring awareness to black history
Amy Phan
phana@seattleu. edu
Seattle University is doing its part to celebrate February as National Black History
Month. One of the many events hosted by the
university was a conference by the Association
for African American Historical Research and
Preservation (AAAHRP).
On Saturday, Feb. 11, the AAAHRP held its
third annual conference which is dedicated to
reexamining views on black history.
The speakers specializing in a variety of
topics from black baseball in the newspapers
in the 1930s to black issues in higher education.
"I wanted more people to learn about African history correctly because it is inevitably
American history," explained AAAHRP
President Ed Diaz. "These conventions are

set up so that the general public is able to get
an idea of black history without having to be

a scholar or historian."
An AAAHRP theme was developed early
on in the convention, as introductory speakers stressed the effects of black history being
omitted at the expense of today's youth.
Seattle University's Provost, Dr. Susan
Seeker, explained the significance of Seattle
University hosting the conference.
"We strive to educate students to become
leaders for a just and humane world. We cannot expect a university to flourish without
having everyone flourish outside of it," she
said. "We are trying to make sure the stories,
voices and contributions ofall people ofcolor
become a known part of a richness to be more

just."
One of the many speakers at the conference, Dr. Kenneth Jolly, a history professor at

Saginaw Valley State University in Michigan,
expressed the same feelings.
"I have my doctorate in African Studies,
so professionally and personally, the idea
of a [scholarly] activist is one that I believe
in to change through education," he said.
"People who come here are very involved in
that idea also."
The conference brought participants from as
far away as Nova Scotia and Uganda. Students
from the University of Washington and Western Washington University also attended.
"I wanted to broaden my base knowledge of
black history that has typically been excluded.
The topics covered during this conference
will be integrated in my topics at school,"
said Becky Renfro, a sophomore at Western
Washington University majoring in Interdisciplinary Studies.
Another student who attendedthe event was
-

Chris Coleman, a sophomore at Green River
Community College.
"I wanted to get a better understanding of
the different issues facing our culture and
figure out solutions, while also expanding my
education on black history," said Coleman.
"One issue that I learned about was the culture
of hip-hop and the African community. Like a
lot ofother things, I feel like hip-hop has been
objectified because corporate people became
involved."
Alongside the compliance ofthese individuals and their ideals, Diaz hopes the infancy
of the AAAHRP will continue to expand and
grow productively.
"We need to beable to gather more research
about black history to present new things at
each conference," said Diaz. "The AAAHRP
is a local organization that I see heading toward becoming national."

The Spectator
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Week in Pictures
Thursday, Feb. 9

Friday, Feb. 10 Woman pleads
not guilty in
dog attack

Gov. Chris Gregoire announces at a news conference,
Thursday, Feb. 9, 2006, in Seattle, that Washington will
join Oregon, California and New Mexico in a lawsuit
challenging the Bush administration's policy on roadless areas of national forests. Gregoire said states
should be allowed to implement Clinton-era forest protections to limit logging and mining in roadless areas.
(AP Photo/Elaine Thompson)

Saturday, Feb. 11

A pay station requiring a five dollar parking fee
greets visitors like Chris Gregory at Dash Point
State Park near Tacoma, Wash, on Feb. 17, 2003. In
the three years since Washington imposed the fee
with the Legislature's blessings, park attendance
is way off, and lawmakers are ready to recant their
decision. (AP Photo/The News Tribune, Drew Perine,
File)

OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP)

Seattle Seahawks football running back Shaun
Alexander, left, is given a lei by hula dancer Liana
Green at a photoshoot prior to NFC practice for
the Pro Bowl, Friday, Feb. 10, 2006, in Honolulu.
(AP Photo/Ted S. Warren)

Sunday, Feb. 12

Taking advantage of a sunny day, brothers Sam,
left, and Nathan Quattlebaum play beach volleyball
Sunday afternoon, Feb. 12, 2006, at Vancouver
Lake in Vancouver, Wash., as Mt. Hood shines
in the distance. (AP Photo/The Columbian, Mike
Salsbury)

Monday, Feb. 13 Tuesday, Feb. 14

Brenna Coale, 20, stands in front of the Marine
recruitment storefront, in Lynnwood, Wash., Friday,
Feb. 3, 2006, where she enlisted in the Marine Corp
about a year ago. Coale was a marine for three days
when she was deemed a fraudulent enlistmentafter
she came clean about past depression and asthma
that her recruiter suggested she lie about to be applicable for the corps. Coale now works with organizations that inform high school students of their
right Opt Out their personal information to military
organizations.

-

A woman pleaded

not guilty on Wednesday in Thurston County
Superior Court to charges she owns a dangerous

Richard "SmilirT Rick" Fabel, is shown in front of the
Hells Angels' Nomad chapter clubhouse. A federal
grand jury indicted five members or associates of
the Hells Angels Motorcycle Club for various crimes,
including the slaying of a man in Arlington, Wash.,
in 2001. Fabel was charged in the indictment with
racketeering and conspiracy to racketeer, specifically
directing other gang members to engage in murder,
attempted murder, intimidation, extortion, robbery, and
trafficking in stolen mofor vehicles and motor vehicle
parts.

bulldog that bit a man's testicle.
Christy L. Sweren-Hinen, 51, is charged with
owning a dangerous dog that attacked a person
a felony and first-degree trespassing, a gross
misdemeanor.
According to court papers, the victim was attacked by the dog on Dec. 11,and had to have one
testicle removed the next day because of the bite.
The dog lunged at the man and clamped down on
his groin, the unidentified man said.
The man told police he found Sweren-Hinen
inside his home without permission. The man had
been moving from the residence and hadreturned
to get some belongings.
Sweren-Hinen countered the man's claim, saying that she was house-sitting for the victim and
that he came home angry after hearing rumors
she had thrown a party.
The man began yelling, Sweren-Hinen said,
causing the dog to bark at him. But she says she
never saw the dog bite.
The dog is being held by Thurston County
Animal Services until the case is resolved.
-

-
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2006-2007
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Strokes:
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Improv festiyal brings national acts

impressed

Bonnie Hsueh
hsuehm@seattleu.edu

Rob La Gatta
lagaltar@seattleu. edu

After the stress of midterms, you may
want to relax with some good laughs.

First Impressions of Earth (RCA Records), the
third full length CD from New York City rockers
The Strokes, was released with very little hype
surrounding it. But how is it that the group who
has had such mega hits, such as "Last Night," and
was praised by elitist magazines such as "Spin,"
has now released an album without much promotion to back them?
It might stem from the fact that First Impressions is a recycled-sounding, heard-it-all-before
album of 10-fi rock pretentiousness that, even at
its best, is unredeemable.
The album shows some catchy guitar work, but
never really gets off the ground. It's more like a

The Strokes show little change in
their new album.
repeat ofboth the band's previous two albums.
Tracks like the introductory "You Only Live
Once" make listeners immediately remember The
Strokes' with the signature fluttery guitars and
19705-New York sounding drum beats. The only
noticeable difference is the vocal work of Julian
Casablancas, which sound more like he is poorly
attempting to mimic the accent of our English
friends across the pond.
Though The Strokes attempt new musical direction with certain songs on the album, rarely does
it prove effective.
Tracks like "Razorblade" and "On The Other
Side" are undeniably poppy and get the head
moving, yet each sounds as if it could have been

Other songs like "Juicebox," in which the group
attempts an almost grungy sound, are unbearable:
Casablancas should never scream, and critics need
look no further than this song to discover why.
With fourteen tracks quite long, by today's
standards The Strokes had a lot of room to make
their mark and craft a complete cycle from start to
finish. After Room on Fire, many fans expected
them to explode. With First Impressions, loaded
with Egyptian sounding solos, homages to British
rock of the 19605, and simple lyrics, their chances
at innovation have been stifled, replaced with a
spin on an already exhausted style.
Though First Impressions of Earth is not a
bad album, it isn't anything good a recycled
album, where its possibility of instrumental sucis surpassed by the abuse of distorted vocals
and simplistic guitar solos that are typical of the

This week, the Seattle Festival of Improv
Theater (SFIT) is hosting its fourth annual
celebration.
This year, 15 groups will present 10
shows at two venues, the Historic University Theater and the Market Theater, from
Feb. 15 to Feb. 19.
Founded by Matt Brabowski and Andrew McMasters in 2002, the SFIT has
grown amazingly.
The first festival in February of 2003 attracted around 500 people; last year, more
than 1,300 people attended shows.
According to the SFIT, the event is
committed to promoting Seattle-based
comedians around the country.
By sponsoring year-round events,
shows and classes, it also aims to help
construct a "community of comedy" in
Western Washington.
One show featured in the festival is
"BASSPROV."
BASSPROV is produced by and stars
Joe Bill and Mark Sutton, noted performers and founders of the Annoyance Theater
in Chicago.
It is the story of two old friends who
go fishing on a regular basis. On the
boat, they debate life's mysteries in.
This show, called the "white-trash version of 'My Dinner with Andre,'" has
been performed nationally for more than
four years.
It will be performed on Feb. 17 and
18 at the Market Theater and the His-

BASSPROV, a Chicago improv group, will perform in this year's
Seattle Festival of Improv Theater.
toric University Theater, respectively.
"Chairs" is another show from Chicago.
This one-act is an entirely improvised
play that the press says "challenges the
boundaries between improvisation and
theater through an exploration of one
character's life."
Bina Martin, an instructor at Second
City Chicago, is the director.
The show has won many awards around
the world, including at the Dublin Fringe
Festival and the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.
"Chairs," and "BASSPROV," are showing on Feb. 17 and 18 at both theaters.
Seattle goga, an all-women long
form improvisational group, will also

perform.
Founded in 2002, their shows "explore the boundaries of spontaneous
sketch using character work, song, movement, poetry, gibberish, in fact any form of
expression that can be used to creatively
explore and entertain."
Their performances will be on Feb.
15 and 17.
Shows are at 8:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
The Historic University Theater is at
5510 University Way NE; the Market
Theater is at Ist Avenue and Pike. Tickets
are $15; VIP passes to all shows are $45.
For further information and to purchase tickets, go to www.seattleimprov.
com or call (206) 781-3952.

Classic Ford makes up for clichéd Firewall

-

-

Harrison Ford (right) takes matters into his own
and challenges Paul Bettany (left) in Firewall.
David Bernica

bernicad@seattleu.edu

-

Fans will eat it up as "brilliant" while the rest
of the music community will continue to question
why, exactly, the world has such a love for The
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In Firewall, Harrison Ford
makes his first trip back to
the silver screen since the
very mediocre Hollywood
Homicide in 2003.
Marking his fourth film
in the past five years, Ford
attempts to get back on track
with a return to a very familiar

role that says, "You're messing with the wrong guy."
Directed by Richard Loncraine {Wimbledon), the film
focuses on Jack Stanfield
(Ford), a bank security specialist living with his family
in Seattle.
Stanfield and his wife Beth,
played by Virginia Madsen
{Sideways), lead a comfortable life with their two kids

audience hoping the action
picks up.
Bettany, making his first
appearance as a villain after
scheme.
Bill Cox (Paul playing memorable roles in
Bettany) and a such films as A Knight s Tale
gang of cronies and A Beautiful Mind, does
force Stanfield to so with success despite the
comply in aiding in unoriginal script.
the money transfer
Ford and Bettany play off
from his bank in each other well and their
order to keep his struggle of wills adds intensity to the last hour of the
family alive.
If he does comfilm.
No longer complying with
ply, however, all
evidence will point Cox's scheme, Ford emto him and his fambodies the familiar "No more
hands
Mr. Nice Guy," but does it
killed anyway.
with class in the same vein as
Ford is the only
the president in Air Force
person who can get
One years ago.
the money, but he is also the
Firewall is a bit conperson to mess with,
trived
and it isn't Star Wars,
k, if that doesn't sound
a
a movie we've seen a but it's not bad movie.
Ford fans will likely relish
dred times, what does?
the
fun and thrill of seeing
s formulaic as it is, Ford's
back in action.
him
cliched role is appealing.
Firewall's
plot is far
The first 30 minutes of
but Ford
from
original,
the movie stumble through
what
this
makes
for
up
necessary, yet slow, plot
development, leaving the movie lacks.

Ing

Five

powerful and

relevant

International

films
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International films
(continued from pg. 1)
The best art transcends itself. It goes beyond
mere entertainment to create a bold mixture
of ideas and values to inform and engage its
audience. The five films mentioned here are
important for all these reasons and more. They
all share a common characteristic in that each
film pushes for a change in society, whether it
is their own culture or the global society we
all live in.
Each film in this list is powerful not only in
its contents and ideas, but for the production
and cinematography as well. Most were made
during social upheaval in their country of origin and each film shines a light on the current
problems and issues facing our society.
They give the viewer a perspective on a
subject that might not be fully understood or
appreciated. For this reason, some of these

films have only recently been accepted in the
pantheon of great films, after facing harsh criticism and banishment upon their release.
These films present an opportunity to realize
the complex nature of human conflict. Whether
it be an insurgency in Algeria in the 1950s or
Iraq in 2006, seeing these conflicts from all
angles allows for a greater understanding of
current world events and conflicts.
In a global community, the need for students
to understand different cultures, ideologies and
customs is not only helpful, but necessary.

af

La Battaglia di Algeri

English Title: The Battle of Algiers
Released: 1965 (released on DVD in 2004)
Country of Origin: Italy/Algeria
Language: French/Arabic/English
Director: Gillo Pontecorvo
Awards: Nominated for three Oscars (Best Director, Best
Writing and Best Foreign Film)
Available: All major DVD/video stores

Soy Cuba
English Title: I am Cuba
Released: 1964 (released on DVD in 2000)
Country of Origin: Cuba (Financed by the U.S.S.R.)
Language: Spanish/Russian
Director: Mikhail Kalatozov
Awards: Archival Award by the National Society ofFilm
Critics, USA (1996)
Available: All major DVD/video stores

The Battle of Algiers focuses on the violent insurgency
in Algeria during the 19505. It was banned by the French
government from 1965 until 1971 because the government
saw the film as promoting terrorism. Rather the film takes a
humanistic approach to showing why these acts were commited.
The film looks equally at both sides of the conflict, showing the struggles and difficulties faced by Algerians and
the violent effects terrorism has on innocent civilians, both
French and Algerian.
The relevancy of this film cannot be understated. The
causes behind the insurgency in Iraq are similar to the motives portrayed. This film is a moving and artistic look at
the struggle for independence and the way this struggle
manifests itself.

Soy Cuba provides a view on the Cuban revolution
of 1957 from the perspective of the general populace.
It explores four different storylines, portraying Cuban
dancers, fruit vendors and farmers admist a backdrop of
deplorable working conditions and political repression.
The film tries to explain why the population rose enmasse to topple the pro-American Batista administration
and install Fidel Castro as the head of Cuba's new
communist government.
Unabashedly pro-Communist, the film was financed in
large part by the Soviet Union. That withstanding, the real
revolutionary aspect of the film is not the ideas it espouses,
but rather its original and dynamic cinematography. The
fluid and majestic way each scene is captured allows for a
greater understanding of the content of the film.

Caruga
English Title: Charuga
Released: 1991
Country of Origin: Yugoslavia
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Director: Rajko Grlic
Available: Scarecrow Video or speciality DVD/Video stores.
This film is based on the exploits of Charuga, a
legendary bandit in post-WWI Slavonia, a region
of present-day Croatia. Charuga exemplifies the
contradictions of many revolutionaries and revolutionary
movements. The film's characters are neither wholly good
nor evil, but rather a mixture of both.
Charuga leads a group ofMarxist outlaws who steal
from local landlords and give their spoils to the poor.
Their hope is to change society in order to reflect the
current mood ofEastern Europe in wake of the October
Revolution in Moscow. However, Charuga is no Robin
Hood. This film takes a more realistic look at the struggle
for equality in a divided nation.
Filmed at the beginning of the breakup of Yugoslavia
and the resulting war, it has been described by some as the
"last truly Yugoslav film."

Moy Svodynyy brat
Frankensteyn
English Title: My Step-Brother Frankenstein
Released: 2004
Country of Origin: Russia
Language: Russian
Director: Valeri Todorovsky
Awards: FIPRESCI Prize at the Karlovy Vary International
Film Festival (Czech Republic) and the Russian Film
Clubs' Federation Award at the Moscow International Film
Festival.
Available: Pending U.S. release or through, online retailers.
This film gives a dark and disturbing look at the personal
effects of war on a soldier. Upon returning from the
conflict in Chechnya, a soldier is reunited with his family.
While their reactions differ, they all must come to terms
with the physical and emotional scars of war. This is a
moving film which shows the long-term effects of war
outside of the immediate battleground. The film is relevant
in the current context of the Iraq conflict and displays an
intimate look at a family's struggle with the cost of war.

Diarios de Motocicleta
English Title: Motorcycle Diaries
Released: 2004
Country of Origin: Brazil
Langauge: Spanish/Quecha
Director: Walter Salles
Awards: 24 major awards including Best Achievement in
Music (Academy Awards) and Best Foreign Language Film
(Golden Globe).
Available: All major DVD/video stores
Walter Salles adapts the diaries of Che Guevara into a
moving and emotional tale about two men searching for
social justice and change in a society they see as corrupt
and unequal. The movie portrays Guevara as a multidimensional character, far removed from his face on the
posters and t-shirts that have become commonplace in the
United States.
The film focuses on the travels undertaken of Guevara
(Gael Garcia Bernal) and Alberto Granado (Rodrigo del
la Serna) in the 1950s in which they travel through South
America. The journey exposes viewers to the inequalities
and injustice many people faced (and still face) in South
America.

Redhawk
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Sports

Thirteen

swimmers head to

accept Hawks'
Superbowl loss
Jessica Gaylord
gaylordj@seattleu. edu

Nationals

(Continued'from page 1)

"The major difference between this year
and years past is that we only have four new
people going to nationals in addition to the
other nine that went last year," Gall said.
"The girls' 200 medley has the same three
people with the addition of our freshman
Megan Lavin."
Having a majority ofthe team familiar with
the national competition allows for better
performances in the "big race."
"We had a very young team at nationals last year as well as this year," Mallery
added. "However, the year of experience or
[competition] at the national level may correlate to stronger performances this year."
Just like any other sport, peer leadership
is vital to team success, especially at the big
meets, including conference and nationals.
Mallery has looked to Coley and Gall to lead
the team both in and out of the pool.
"Impact on team success is significantly influenced by athletes like Lindsey Gall
and Chris Coley; they model balanced,
exceptional success in the classroom and in

are exemplary leaders from these standpoints and also in the areas of work ethic,
team collaboration and care."
But even Gall has looked to her teammates for support and motivation to strive
for her best performance.
"When I witness my teammates make
personal achievements, it inspires me to
go faster in my individual races and I
Joey Anchondo The Spectator
believe it works the same for them," Gall
Coley took the
Chris
said. "We all love racing and swimming Sophomore
fast and when someone gets a personal national No. 1 ranking in the 100
best time we are all thrilled and it fuels butterfly at the PCSC Championour drive to swim fast and win."
ships Friday.
In Indianapolis, Coley will be joined
well three weeks from now.
by juniors Corigan Bemis, Matthew Oram,
"I am ecstatic about my swim at confer
Jesse Shelton and freshmen Gordon Smith,
said Gall. "This year going into nation
ence,"
Bryant Bevers and Nathan Freeman. For the
have
the most confidence 1 have ever had
als
I
by Gall, sophomores Kristie Rice
Matthew and freshmen Francesca in my college career, and I cannot wait to get
d Megan Lavin will complete the to the pool and race!"
The Division II National Swimming
team competing in nationals.
With the strong performance in California, Championship is hosted by the University of
the men and women seemed poised to finish Indianapolis and will be held on Mar. 8-11.
/

K'ed

On the men's side, additionalpersonal bests wentto Garrett Brown's
7.49 seconds in the 60 meter dash, as well as Nicholas Dols's third
place in the 800 meters in 1:57.98.
Success was not limited to the running events. ShaTanya Fernandez
placed third in the shot put in 36-6,1 -4, a two foot personal best. Nick
Shekeryk placed eighth in the shot put at 40-11.
Seattle will travel to Nampa, Idaho to compete in the 2006 Great
Northwest Athletic ConferenceChampionships on Friday and Saturday next weekend.

Women's Basketball: (13-9, 6-7 GNAC)
The team started off with a bang last Thursday when they traveled
to Monmouth, Ore. where they took on Western Oregon. Their strong
conference
defense was again one of the key elements to their

Redhawks
Notebook

Joey Anchondo / The Spectator

Jen Hamann
hamannj@seattlei i. edit
Men's and Women's Track

&

Field

win. Their defense is now ranked tenth in the nation for Division 11.
There were a few standout individuals, including sophomore Laina
Sobczak, who posted her third double-double of the season with 18
points and 13 rebounds. Other notables included juniorsAshley Payne
and Ashley Brown.
For the second time this season, the Humboldt State Lumberjacks
were able to come from behind to steal the win from Seattle 66-62.
Despite the loss, Seattle's defense was still able to force 30 turnovers
fromWestern Oregon. Seattle was led by Brown who scored a careerhigh 21 points. Payne scored 12 points while Sobczak had 10points
and four steals. Sophomore JackieThomas also contributed with nine
points and four steals.
The team's last two home games are this weekend; Thursday night
at 7 p.m. against Alaska-Anchorage, and Saturday night at 7 p.m.
against Alaska-Fairbanks.

The track team wasn't on theroad this weekend, but they were able
to muster a few personal bests and a new school record on Sunday at
the University of Washington Open at Dempsey Indoor. The most

notable performance came from junior Robert Renninger (above,
#10) who finished third in the mile, setting a new school record of
4:15.70. The rest of the day's results followed in step with personal
bests from 14 total athletes.
In the women's 3,000, freshman Katie Hansen took 17 seconds off
her personal best, finishing with 10:42.17, which was good enough
for fourth place. Senior Molly Follen finished fifth at 10:55.42. In
ninth was senior Lydia Lauer, who improved her personal best by 12
seconds finishing in 11:04.15, while sophomore Charisse Arce came
in tenth with 11:05.89. This was Arce's first time competing in the
3,000 meters. In addition, Rhiannon Cadelinia ran an 11:37.75, taking
36 seconds offher personal best, and NatalieMartinez's 11:47.18 was
a 50-second improvement on her personal best.
Other events showed similar success for the Redhawks. Katherine
Archambault came in sixth in the 60 meter sprint with a personal best
of8.87. Cadelinia, Brittany Harmonand Martinez all set personal bests
in the 800 meters finishing ninth, tenth and eleventh. Cadelinia ran a
2:38.62, Harmon a 2:40.26 and Martinez finished in 2:43.55.

Men's Basketball: (12-10, 5-8 GNAC)
The men's team did not fare as well on the road as the women,
coming home empty-handed this weekend. Their first lost was to
Central Washington in Ellensburg on Thursday, 76-84. The'Wildcats
shot 61.5 percent from three-point range and 55.6 percent from the
field. Senior Bernard Seals is still out with an ankle injury suffered
last week against Alaska-Anchorage and is considered day-to-day by
team doctors. Seattle was led by senior Jeffrey McDaniel, who posted
26 points and nine rebounds. Junior Sam Kirby also contributed
with 16 points while sophomore Shaun Burl had 10 points shooting
a perfect five-for-five.
The men's team then traveled to Bellingham to take on NCAA
Division II No. 4 Western Washington. Seattle, currently ranked No.
7 in the NCAA Division II West Region lost the local match, 90-91.
Despite the loss, six Redhawks scored in double figures.
The Redhawks play on theroad again this Saturday in Lacy, Wash,
against Saint Martin's. Their next home matches are the following
weekend on Thursday, Feb. 23 and Saturday, Feb. 25 against Seattle
Pacific and Northwest Nazarene, respectively.

Since the Hawks lost the Super Bowl, fans have
been asking themselves, were we screwed or was it
just not our time?
I've been scratching my head along withthe rest of
the 12* Men since I saw Roethlisberger land on the
six-inch line and then move the ball into the end zone.
As soon as there was a challenge and footage replay,
we all thought there was no question aboutit. Yet as
I watched in a room full of quite possibly the loudest
Seahawk fans ever, there was a moment of silence.
While there were a few calls that most of us did not
agree with, there were also several things the Hawks
couldn't help but blame on themselves for instance,
off-balance launch from Hasselbeck to D-Jack that
was intercepted by Ike Taylor or the dropped pass by
Jerramy Stevens. Wait, no, make that three dropped
passes.
Stevens, a former University ofWashington player,
did score the one touchdownfor the Hawks, but also
made a few fatal errors. It was "as bad as it gets,"
he said after the game to Seattle P-I columnist Art
Thiel.
Two missed field goals, dropped passes, botched
calls, and poor time management. Penalties forpass
interference, holding, an illegal chop block, and
arguable touchdowns. It all adds up to a 21-10 loss
for the Hawks, and an awfuly happy send-off for
Jerome Bettis.
According to TheSeattle Times, the Seahawks lost
70 yards to penalties andanother 71 from plays nullified by fouls. The Steelers had, let's count, one penalty
while the game was in motion and head linesman
Matt Hittner's delayed call on Ben Roethlisberger's
touchdown.
"When a guy signals something, that should be the
signal," Hasselbeck said, apparently talking about the
call. Hittner originally raised his right arm as if to call
a down, but then raised both arms after Roethlisberger
moved the ball slightly. "Players shouldn't be able
to talk you out ofyour decision. Ifyou call someone
down, then you are down," Hasselbeck said.
Days following the game,Steelers quarterback Ben
Roethlisberger appeared on "The Late Show" with
David Letterman.
"I told Coach, T don't think I got in,'" said Roethlisberger. "But we were getting ready to go for it on
fourth down anyway, and I would have run it again.
So we would have found a way to get in."
The second quarter touchdown put the Steelers
ahead 7-3 and infuriated Holmgren. He confronted
head referee Bill Leavy, who has been an NFL ref
for five years, though this was his first Super Bowl.
Holmgren was seen telling him angrily, "It wasn't
even close," when Leavy upheld the touchdown after
a replay review.
Holmgren publicly questioned the referee's calls
after the game, and is even facing fines for his
comments. A press release put out by the NFL last
Tuesday supported the decisions made by Bill Leavy
and his crew.
"The game was properly officiated, including, as
in most NFL games, some tight plays that produced
disagreement about the calls made by the officials,"
said Greg Aiello, vice president of public relations
for the NFL.
Surprisingly, most ofthe players are steering away
from the ref bashing and looking forward to next
season. In an interview with the press after the game,
Seahawks linebackerLofa Tatupu commented on the
controversy.
"They did the best job they could. We had our
chances. We were in the game,and we letit slip away.
You have to tip your hat off to the Steelers. You can't
take anything away from them and what they did."
Some fans want to say this was the game that got
away, while others might say it was taken. Yet after a
few more weeks of anger at refs, players or at Pittsburgh, inevitably the disagreements will have to be set
aside, and replaced with speculation about defending
our NFC Championship title next season.

ITS COMING

Its a Plane,
No it s the NEWMySUHomepage!!
Be prepared for the wave of the future as Seattle

University launches the NEW MySU Portal!
New additions to this webpage will include:
*News feeds from around the web Transportation Information
*Current Campus Card and Meal Plan Balance

Address Book

*

Ads

Personal Note Book

*

Shared Group

Calendars and Events *Or\e log-in access to email and SU Online

Portal Skins *My SU Poll *SU Headlines
*

SU Upcoming Events *SU Announcements

*

*

Angel

SU Related Links
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For Sale

400

Help Wanted
Volunteers
Services
For Rent
Misc.
200

NANNY wanted to watch 3
elementary aged children (6, 9, 11
years old) after school from 2:45
PM to 5:00/6:00 PM Monday thru
Thursday. We are located in the
North Capitol Hill neighborhood,
minutes from Seattle University.
Duties would mostly include:
picking up children from school
(St. Joseph's School) assisting
with homework, and some
local driving to sport activities.
Experience with children
preferred and personal references
required. We are looking for
someone who enjoys working
with children, energetic and can
multi-task well. Please reply to:
secretgardenpreschool@comcast.
net.

DOOR KNOCKERS WANTED
Work Part-Time Knocking on
Doors. Learn to Invest in Real
Estate. Call 206-774-8472 and
leave msg for more info!

ALERT!!
Last year student loan interest
rates increased causing a
consolidation scare...many
students were too late! Don't
let this happen to you. Call
now for your free loan review.
1.866.266.2200.

ALL-NIGHTER
-m

4 LSAT

www.teachforamerica.org

Not Ready for

*

the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it. than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and Five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
1 can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524 4915

Advertise in the Spectator!
Please send information and questions to adinfoCaseattleu.edu

-

Interested in writing? Come to a Spectator
meeting on Sunday evenings at 6 p.m. in the
basement of Campion Hall, next to the Cave.

I

FINAL APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 17, 2006

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!

Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477
Website: www.Spectator-Online.com
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The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
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Seattle University College of Education

Reach Your Potential

For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmusseniSiusarec.army.mil

VTlarn

Travel and Teach English!
a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks

•

Intensive Classes

•

Earn

•

Become a Leader In Student Affairs

H <^MBP"p*^

begin January 9, February 6, and March 6

credits from

The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.
•

Seattle University

Credits may apply to Master's Programs

•

"If you are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad,
this is the program for you! All of the class instruction was
relevant and really prepared me to be an effective teacher.
-From Nathan, a recent graduate
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•

Over 20 local schools for internships
Graduate assistantships available
Nationally recognized graduate program

—-""

(206)

296-6170 or sda@seattleu.edu

School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103

206.781.8607
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www.SCHOOLQFTESL.com

|

STESLinfo@seattleu.edu

www.seattleu.edu/coe/
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Olympic Update
Torino 2006

forino aooe

Torino 2006
Numbers

2006 WINTER GAMES

17 Days of competitions
15 Disciplines
7 Competition Sites
3 Olympic Villages
84 Titles at stake
85 National Olympic
Committees
•2,500 Athletes
2,500 Coaches and
national team officials
2,300 Representatives of the lOC,
National Olympic
Committees and Federations
650 Judges and
referees
10,000 Media
6,000 Guests of
sponsors
1 Million spectators
at events
•

Medal count

•

•

As of Feb. 12
12 out of 84 rnedai events

•

•

COUNTRY

G

1
United States 2
Norway

Netherlands
Russia
Italy
Germany

South Korea
Canada
France
Austria
Finland
Estonia
Czech Rep.
China
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Above: Fireworks erupt over the Olympic Stadium at the conclusion of the opening ceremony
for the Turin 2006 Winter Olympic Games
in Turin, Italy on Friday, Feb. 10, 2006. (AP
Photo/Massimo Pinca)
Left: The view down the track is reflected in
the helmet of Italy's Armin Zoeggeler as he
readies for his third run in the Men's Singles
Luge at Cesana Pariol, Italy on Sunday, Feb. 12,
2006. (AP Photo/Herbert Knosowski)
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Left: American gold medallist Hannah
Teter screams holding the U.S. flag during
the flower ceremony of the Women's Halfpipe Snowboard competition. Teammate
Gretchen Bleiler won silver and Kjersti
Buaas of Norway won bronze. (AP Photo/
Lionel Cironneau)
Below Left: Germany' goalie Jennifer
Harss gathers herself after the United
States' Sarah Parsons (27), far right, scored
her team's fourth goal of the game. The
U.S. won the game 5-0. (AP Photo/Brian
Bahr, Pool)
Right: Nick Fisher ofAustralia is airborne
during the Men's Moguls training in Sauze
d'Oulx Jouvenceaux, Italy on Sunday, Feb.
12, 2006. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)

Above: Switzerland's Martina Kocher dur-

ing her first run in the women's singles luge.
(AP Photo/David J. Phillip)
Left: Gretchen Bleiler (USA) sails through
the air on her way to take second place in
the Women's Halfpipe Snowboard competition. (AP Photo/Diether Endlicher)
Right: Rachel Steer (USA) shoots during
the Women's 15 km Biathlon race. Steer
was the top American, finishing 42nd. (AP
Photo/Mark Duncan)
Top Right: Italy's Manuel Pietropoli sails
out of the morning sun during the first qualifying run at the Men's Halfpipe Snowboard
competition. (AP Photo/Peter Dejong)

Above: KC Boutiette, from Tacoma,
races during the Men's 5,000 meter
Speedskating competition on Saturday.
(AP Photo/Dusan Vranic)

